
 

 

XYZprinting launches All-in-One 3D printer at IFA 

Affordable 3D printing now available in Europe 

Berlin, 5 September 2014 - XYZprinting, dedicated to bringing cost-effective 3D 

printing to the world, introduces its affordable and approachable da Vinci 3D printer 

range at IFA 2014. The company offers the ultimate 3D printers for consumers and 

entrepreneurs. IFA 2014, the global trade show for consumer electronics and home 

appliances, will take place in Berlin, Germany from 5 to 10 September. 

 

da Vinci 1.0 

The da Vinci1.0 is a personal 3D printer priced at just 599 Euros, making it the most 

affordable 3D printer on the market. Certainly taking into account that this 3D printer 

has a bigger printout size than any other printer of this price range. The da Vinci is a 

plug-n-play 3D printer designed specifically for households and small businesses, 

with no assembly required. With unique safety features and patent-pending 

technology, the da Vinci has redesigned the 3D printing experience, making it more 

user-friendly across all aspects of the process than ever before. 

 

da Vinci 1.0 AiO 

The new da Vinci 1.0 AiO is equipped with the most precise consumer-grade 3D 

scanning system in the market. The superior built-in scanners of the da Vinci 1.0 AiO 

printer can capture an object’s image within five minutes, thanks to its speedy scan 

algorithm. The unparalleled dual–head scan techonology guarantees the best 

scanning result. The built-in scanners is also powered with XYZprinting’s Smart-fix 

technology that repairs incomplete scanning output automatically. Printing files can 

be stored in .das (ready to edit) or .stl format (ready to print). The da Vinci 1.0 AiO 

gives users the capability of both a 3D scanner and a 3D printer at the cost of one 

machine. The da Vinci 1.0 AiO printer will make 3D printing even more accessible to 

users, even for those people who do not know how to build 3D models with software. 

Priced under 800 Euros da Vinci 1.0 AiO will become available in the fourth quarter 

of 2014. 

http://eu.xyzprinting.com/eu_nl/Home


 

 

Awards 

XYZprinting’s first 3D printer, the da Vinci 1.0, won the CES 2014 Editors’ Choice 

Award for being the most approachable and affordable 3D printing machine. It was 

also recognized by Tom’s Guide Readers’ Choice Award. In May 2014, da Vinci 1.0 

was awarded Computex 2014 Best Choice (BC) Award for Best Design and was named 

the most affordable and approachable 3D printer by Reviewed.com. The da Vinci1.0 

AiO received Best of Computex 2014 by Tom’s Guide. 

 

“Europe is a very important market for XYZprinting. It is a challenge to bring the 

latest 3D printing technology to one of the most advanced areas in the world, in 

terms of both technology and design,” said Fernando Hernandez, Sales Director 

XYZprinting Europe. “We managed to pack things right: we offer the best possible 3D 

printers, for the most affordable price. The best customer service support with call 

centers and online video tutorials. Improved user experience thanks to our cloud 

service for user creations, a gallery with thousands of models ready to print, 

powerful software yet simple and easy to use. In short, XYZprinting offers the most 

accessible 3D printer in the world.” 

 

More product and sales information available via: 

http://eu.xyzprinting.com/eu_en/Eshop. 

#### 

About XYZprinting 

Founded in 2013, XYZprinting is dedicated to bringing cost-effective 3D printing to 

consumers and businesses around the world. With proven industry expertise and an 

innovative spirit, XYZprinting is poised to break down the barriers of the 3D printing 

industry by creating easy-to-use devices that provide an outstanding user experience. 

Adding all-in-one 3D printers and SLA printers to its product mix, XYZprinting 

positions itself as an accessible 3D printing solution provider across the board in the 

consumer market. Currently, XYZprinting has offices in Taiwan, China, Japan, the 

United States and Europe. 

XYZprinting is backed by the world’s leading electronic manufacturing conglomerate, 

Kinpo Group. A company with an annual revenue of more than thirty billion dollars. 

http://eu.xyzprinting.com/eu_nl/Eshop
http://eu.xyzprinting.com/eu_nl/Home


Headquartered in Taipei, Taiwan, Kinpo Group employs more than 8,500 engineers 

in research and development across four continents. The company has more than 

fifteen years of experience developing and manufacturing printers for both personal 

and commercial use. 
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